Introduction {#s1}
============

In our daily life, we receive dynamic inputs to multiple modalities from, for example, moving cars, the face of a friend with whom we are conversing, and so on. While a large amount of inputs continue to change uniquely in each sensory modality, we can perceive them as integrated, coherent objects, or scenes. Our perceptual systems appropriately and flexibly associate and integrate these inputs (Ernst and Bülthoff, [@B22]), thus enabling us to establish coherent and robust percepts of the external world in our brains.

Research regarding crossmodal perception/interactions and their underlying mechanisms has garnered much interest in the last few decades. The number of studies related to these issues has risen dramatically (Murray et al., [@B62]; Van der Stoep et al., [@B97]). Many researchers have investigated how multiple sensory inputs are integrated/associated in our perceptual systems. They have focused on spatial and temporal integration/association rules (Calvert et al., [@B15]; Stein, [@B86]), as well as attentional (see Driver and Spence, [@B18] for a review) and neural mechanisms (see Stein and Meredith, [@B87]; Driver and Noesselt, [@B17]; Stein and Stanford, [@B88] for review). In addition to these studies, crossmodal interactions in the *spatiotemporal* domain (i.e., motion processing) have also been investigated (see Soto-Faraco et al., [@B78], [@B82], for review). A traditional view holds that vision is superior to audition in spatial processing, while audition is dominant over vision in temporal processing (Welch and Warren, [@B101]). Similarly, in spatiotemporal processing, visual information is considered predominant over information from other sensory modalities (Soto-Faraco et al., [@B82]). However, recent studies have demonstrated that sound can have a driving effect on visual motion perception (e.g., Hidaka et al., [@B37]). Moreover, studies regarding audio-visual perceptual associative learning have reported that, after an association is established between sounds and visual motion, sounds without spatial information can trigger visual motion perception (e.g., Teramoto et al., [@B92]). Other sensory modalities such as motor action or smell have also exhibited similar driving effects on visual motion perception (e.g., Keetels and Stekelenburg, [@B44]).

In this way, the findings regarding spatiotemporal processing of crossmodal interactions have been updated in recent years. Here, we summarize past and recent findings of spatiotemporal processing in crossmodal interactions. First, we briefly review some key findings of spatial and temporal processing in crossmodal interactions. Then, we focus on the literature on spatiotemporal processing in crossmodal interactions, including psychophysical and brain imaging findings.

Crossmodal interactions in spatial domain {#s2}
=========================================

One famous phenomenon in crossmodal interactions is the "spatial ventriloquism" effect. Typically, a visual event is presented in front of observers and a sound source related to the event is placed in a spatially discrepant position. In this situation, the sound is perceived as occurring at the position of the visual event (Howard and Templeton, [@B41]; Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). As such, the visual modality is known to be dominant over other sensory modalities in spatial processing. The reason could be simply that visual information inherently has the most precise resolution in the spatial domain (i.e., highest spatial resolution) among the sensory modalities (modality appropriateness hypothesis: Welch and Warren, [@B100], [@B101]). However, the classical modality appropriateness hypothesis has been refined by evidence provided in this decade. Alais and Burr ([@B2]) demonstrated that sounds could have a dominant spatial ventriloquism effect on visual stimuli when the stimuli were presented as spatially ambiguous (see also Radeau and Bertelson, [@B66]). This obviously suggests that the manner of crossmodal interactions in the spatial domain is not just dependent on the unique property of each sensory modality. Rather, it would also be dependent on the relative certainty/reliability of the inputs (Ernst and Banks, [@B20]; Ernst and Bülthoff, [@B22]).

![**Schematic illustrations of spatial and temporal ventriloquism effects**. **(A)** In a typical spatial ventriloquism effect, the spatial position of sound sources is perceived as that of visual sources. **(B)** In contrast, the temporal position of visual sources perceptually shifts to that of sound sources in a typical temporal ventriloquism effect.](fnint-09-00062-g0001){#F1}

Crossmodal interactions in the spatial domain other than with vision have also been reported. For example, sound could affect tactile distance perception (Tajadura-Jiménez et al., [@B91]). Observers were exposed to a situation where sound locations were always moderately far away relative to the tapped position of their arm. After the exposure, the perceived distance of the tactile sensations on the observer\'s arm was greater than the actual stimulated positions by the sound presentations.

Crossmodal interactions have been also investigated not only in two-dimensional, but also in three-dimensional spaces (see Van der Stoep et al., [@B97] for a review). For instance, Sugita and Suzuki ([@B90]) reported that the timing of a perceived co-occurrence between light and sound was changed as a function of the distance between the observer and the light. This suggests that the brain compensates for temporal lag using viewing distance information, as if it "knows" the physical rule that the traveling velocity of light is faster than that of sound in space.

In traditional crossmodal interaction studies, it has been reported that interactions among crossmodal stimuli are most frequently observed when these stimuli are spatially congruent (spatial co-localization rule: Calvert et al., [@B15]; Stein, [@B86]). However, recent findings suggest that the "spatial co-localization rule" is not generally applicable for all crossmodal interactions for given phenomena and tasks (Spence, [@B84] for a review). As mentioned previously, the understanding of crossmodal interaction in the spatial domain has been updated in recent years.

Crossmodal interactions in temporal domain {#s3}
==========================================

In contrast to vision, audition and tactile sensation are known to be dominant in temporal processing. For example, an auditory driving effect has been reported; the perceived rate of visual flickers is modulated by the rate of concurrently presented sounds (Gebhard and Mowbray, [@B31]). Shams et al. ([@B77]) reported that a single visual flash is perceived as double when sounds are concurrently presented twice. A similar temporal modulatory effect of auditory stimuli on tactile sensation was also reported (Bresciani et al., [@B12]). Furthermore, in a well-known "temporal ventriloquism" effect, judgments of the presentation order of two visual flashes were improved when two sounds were presented before and after the flashes. In contrast, judgments degraded when two sounds were interspersed between the flashes. These findings indicate that the perceived temporal position of the visual stimuli is captured by the sounds (Fendrich and Corballis, [@B24]; Morein-Zamir et al., [@B60]; Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Regarding tactile sensation, researchers have reported that judgments of the presentation order of two tactile stimuli presented to observers\' hands became worse when the hands were crossed. This indicates that tactile temporal perception could interact with proprioceptive information (Yamamoto and Kitazawa, [@B105]).

How is temporal information integrated across sensory modalities (vision, audition, and tactile sensation) and what kinds of rules exist for crossmodal temporal binding? Fujisaki and Nishida ([@B28]) found that the maximum limits of temporal integration are superior for the combination of audition and tactile sensation over other combinations. This seems to indicate that unique temporal characteristics of each modality determine the upper temporal integration limits of each sensory pair. However, Fujisaki and Nishida ([@B29]) also reported that similar differences in upper temporal integration limits could also be observed for different feature combinations in a single modality (i.e., color, luminance, and orientation in vision). According to a recent viewpoint, differences in temporal processing among sensory modalities are considered dependent on which processes are involved (e.g., bottom-up or top-down/attentional processes, "what," "when," or "where" processing; see Fujisaki et al., [@B27] for a review).

Crossmodal interactions in spatiotemporal domain {#s4}
================================================

Thus far, we briefly overviewed crossmodal interactions in the spatial and temporal domains. The findings generally suggest that vision is superior to audition in spatial processing, but audition and tactile sensation is dominant over vision in temporal processing. These superiorities/dominances could be also changed in some cases depending on the stimuli\'s reliability and/or the processes involved. It should be noted, however, that the inputs in our surrounding environments are dynamic, so that spatial and temporal information are indivisible. On this point, studies on crossmodal interactions have focused on the spatiotemporal processing (namely, motion perception) of information from multiple senses. Next, we review past and recent findings regarding crossmodal interactions in motion perception (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

**Summary of psychophysical research evidences of crossmodal motion perception**.

  **Representative studies**                                         **Affecting modality**   **Motion information**   **Affected modality**   **Motion information**   **Effect domain**
  ------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ----------------------- ------------------------ -------------------
  **MODULATORY EFFECTS FROM VISION**                                                                                                                                    
  Soto-Faraco et al., [@B79]                                         Vision                   Yes                      Audition                Yes                      Motion
  Konkle et al., [@B50]                                              Vision                   Yes                      Touch                   Yes                      Motion
  **MODULATORY EFFECTS FROM SENSORY MODALITIES OTHER THAN VISION**                                                                                                      
  Sekuler et al., [@B75]                                             Audition                 No                       Vision                  Yes                      Event
  Getzmann, [@B32]                                                   Audition                 No                       Vision                  Yes                      Time
  Kim et al., [@B45]                                                 Audition                 Yes                      Vision                  Yes                      Motion
  Sanabria et al., [@B70]                                            Audition                 Yes                      Touch                   Yes                      Motion
  Sanabria et al., [@B70]                                            Touch                    Yes                      Audition                Yes                      Motion
  Konkle et al., [@B50]                                              Touch                    Yes                      Vision                  Yes                      Motion
  Kuang and Zhang, [@B53][^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}           Smell                    No                       Vision                  Yes                      Motion
  **DRIVING EFFECTS**                                                                                                                                                   
  Kitagawa and Ichihara, [@B47]                                      Vision                   Yes                      Audition                No                       Motion
  Hidaka et al., [@B37]                                              Audition                 Yes                      Vision                  No                       Motion
  Teramoto et al., [@B92][^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}           Audition                 No                       Vision                  Yes                      Motion
  Keetels and Stekelenburg, [@B44]                                   Motor action             Yes                      Vision                  No                       Motion

Effects appear after perceptual associative learning.

Modulatory effects
------------------

As per the audio-visual interaction in motion perception, Sekuler et al. ([@B75]) have reported a pioneering phenomenon called the "stream-bounce illusion." In this illusion, two visual stimuli are presented as moving horizontally from opposite sides of a display toward each other at the same vertical location. The visual stimuli are perceived to overlap at the center of a display and then continue moving along their trajectories, and the perception of both streaming and bouncing can alternatively occur when only the visual stimuli are presented (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). However, a transient sound induces dominant bouncing perception when the sound is presented at the overlap timing of the visual stimuli. This phenomenon is assumed to be purely based on audiovisual interactions (Watanabe and Shimojo, [@B99]). Sound has also been reported to change the perception of the onset timing of inducers of visual apparent motion; this consequently modulate the optimal presentation timings of visual apparent motion (Getzmann, [@B32]), the distance between apparently moving stimuli (Kawabe et al., [@B43]), and the perceived direction of an ambiguous visual apparent motion display (Freeman and Driver, [@B26], but also see Roseboom et al., [@B69]). These findings indicate that sound can modulate the perception of visual motion through changes in the interpretation of a visual event or by temporal ventriloquism effects.

![**Schematic illustrations of audiovisual illusions in motion perception**. **(A)** Stream-bounce illusion. Two visual stimuli moving toward each other at the same vertical location are perceived to overlap at the center and then to continue moving along their trajectories. Both streaming and bouncing percepts occur equally without auditory information. However, when a transient sound is presented at the timing of the visual coincidence, the bouncing perception becomes dominant. This is a typical auditory modulatory effect on visual motion perception. **(B)** Auditory aftereffects induced by visual adaptation. The adaptation to visual size changes (e.g., expansion) induces not only size change aftereffects for the visual test stimulus with constant size (shrinking), but also loudness change aftereffects for the auditory stimuli with constant loudness (decreasing in loudness). The involvement of motion processing could be assumed in this phenomenon because both auditory and visual stimuli are assumed to demonstrate motion in depth. The effect from audition to vision is not reported to occur.](fnint-09-00062-g0002){#F2}

With regard to the effect of visual information in audiovisual spatiotemporal interactions, some studies have reported that visual stimuli changed the percept of a static sound as moving (e.g., Mateeff et al., [@B57]). Kitagawa and Ichihara ([@B47]) demonstrated that the co-presentation of visual size changes (increasing or decreasing the size of visual images) with an auditory loudness change in a congruent direction could enhance the auditory loudness aftereffects (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the adaptation to visual size changes alone could induce the auditory loudness change of a steady sound in the opposite direction of the visual adapting stimuli. In this situation, both auditory and visual stimuli are assumed to signify motion in depth and the aftereffect is considered to occur purely at perceptual levels. These findings thus suggest that visual motion information could directly affect or induce auditory motion perceptions. In contrast, in their study, the auditory loudness change did not have any modulatory or inducing effect on visual aftereffects.

While these audiovisual interactions in motion perception have been mainly demonstrated between moving and static/constant stimuli, Soto-Faraco and his colleagues have reported crossmodal interactions when auditory and visual stimuli were both dynamic (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Soto-Faraco et al. ([@B79]) presented auditory stimuli through speakers set at horizontally separated positions so that auditory apparent motion was perceived. Visual stimuli were concurrently presented from LEDs attached to speakers to induce visual apparent motion. Observers correctly reported the motion direction (left/right) of auditory apparent motion when its direction was consistent with that of visual apparent motion. However, when the motion direction was inconsistent with the auditory and visual stimuli, the observers tended to misperceive the direction of auditory motion to be consistent with the visual direction. Together with the findings in several control experiments manipulating the spatial and temporal relationship between auditory and visual stimuli, they concluded that this visual capture effect on auditory motion reflects direct crossmodal interactions in motion perception. Based on detailed investigations including testing of sensory pairs other than audiovisual stimuli (Soto-Faraco et al., [@B78], [@B82],[@B80], [@B81]; Sanabria et al., [@B70]), Soto-Faraco et al. have concluded that common perceptual mechanisms and shared neural substrates for different sensory information exist in motion perception. They have also suggested that vision is superior to other sensory information in crossmodal interactions in motion perception, because sounds did not have such capturing effects on vision.

![**Schematic illustrations of dynamic visual capture and sound-induced visual motion. (A)** Dynamic visual capture. When the motion direction of apparent motion is incongruent between visual and auditory stimuli, the direction of auditory apparent motion is perceived as congruent with that of visual apparent motion. The opposite effect is reported less often. **(B)** Sound induced visual motion. Visual flashes presented at a fixed position are perceived as moving horizontally when auditory stimuli are presented in horizontal motion, especially at larger eccentricities. This is the first demonstration of an auditory driving effect on visual motion perception.](fnint-09-00062-g0003){#F3}

Driving effects
---------------

The perceived direction of visual stimuli moving in opposing directions in the vertical dimension could be biased by sounds with a change in pitch (i.e., rising pitch induced upward visual motion perception and falling pitch induced downward visual motion perception; Maeda et al., [@B56]). The sensitivity to detect horizontal visual motion was also improved by sounds moving in a consistent direction (Kim et al., [@B45]). Consistent with the aforementioned auditory effect on the interpretation of visual events and temporal ventriloquism effects on visual stimuli, these findings clearly demonstrate the modulatory effect of sound on visual motion perception (see Blake et al., [@B10] for tactile modulatory effect on visual motion perception). In contrast, little or no auditory driving or inducing effects on visual motion perception have been demonstrated (Meyer and Wuerger, [@B58]; Wuerger et al., [@B104]; Alais and Burr, [@B1]; Soto-Faraco et al., [@B80]; but see Kitagawa and Ichihara, [@B47] for visual driving effect on audition). In these studies, visual stimuli were presented clearly at a foveal or parafoveal position so that the percept of visual motion was salient. However, visual dominance over audition in the spatial domain collapsed when the visibility or reliability of visual inputs were degraded (Alais and Burr, [@B2]). We can therefore predict that auditory information could have capturing or inducing effects on visual motion perception in this situation.

From this viewpoint, Hidaka and his colleagues have demonstrated an auditory driving effect on visual motion perception (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In their experiment (Hidaka et al., [@B37]), auditory apparent motion was presented through headphones and a blinking visual target at a fixed location was presented either in foveal, parafoveal, or perifoveal positions. They found that the static visual target tended to be perceived as moving when it was presented at the perifoveal position (\>10°). This auditory driving effect on visual motion perception was reported not only for horizontal, but also for vertical auditory motion (Teramoto et al., [@B94]). Furthermore, Hidaka et al. ([@B40]) found that auditory continuous motion information induced visual motion perception for a static visual target. In addition, the auditory continuous motion determined the perceived direction of an ambiguous visual global motion display in which motion information was extracted from the integration of multiple local motion signals (Williams and Sekuler, [@B103]). These findings indicate that the auditory driving effect could be dissociated from the attentional spatial capture effect (Spence and Driver, [@B85]) or auditory spatial bias effect on visual targets (Radeau and Bertelson, [@B66]; Alais and Burr, [@B2]). Rather, the effect is considered to be purely based on perceptual motion processing.

Recent studies have shown that similar effects are observed beyond the auditory-visual domain. Fracasso et al. ([@B25]) reported that the auditory induced illusory visual motion triggered a visuo-motor response (eye movement) similar to actual visual motion. Keetels and Stekelenburg ([@B44]) found that motor induced motion information (finger movements) also induce visual motion perception for a static visual target. Furthermore, it was recently reported that motion aftereffects could mutually transfer between visual and tactile modalities (Konkle et al., [@B50]).

These findings could extend the suggestions originally proposed by Soto-Faraco et al. Different sensory information flexibly and adequately cooperates *with each other* based on the reliability and saliency of information under common perceptual mechanisms and shared neural substrates in motion perception.

Effects of associative learning
-------------------------------

How are common perceptual and neural mechanisms established in the brain across sensory modalities in motion perception? By considering the fact that each sensory organ has unique properties in perceptual processing, we may learn the manner in which the inputs of different sensory modalities should be associated or integrated after birth. The influential cue for the integration/association between sensory modalities is considered to be spatiotemporal consistency/proximity (Calvert et al., [@B15]). Research on crossmodal perceptual learning reported that repeated/redundant presentations of paired moving visual and auditory stimuli induced the facilitation of visual motion discrimination (Seitz et al., [@B73]; Kim et al., [@B46]). In addition, reliability of crossmodal inputs was also reported to affect the establishment of crossmodal associations (Ernst et al., [@B21]). Based on these findings, the establishment of crossmodal associations has been considered in the context of a maximum likelihood estimation model (Ernst and Banks, [@B20]). However, this type of model lacks the viewpoint of how we know to utilize spatiotemporal information and/or reliability as influential cues to decide whether crossmodal inputs should be integrated or segregated. Recently, Bayesian models/frameworks have approached this problem (Ernst, [@B19]). Körding et al. ([@B51]) designed a model implementing the prior knowledge of whether auditory and visual stimuli should be integrated based on spatial proximity of these stimuli. They demonstrated that their model predicted behavioral performances of audio-visual spatial ventriloquism effects well (see also Shams and Beierholm, [@B76] for a review). Further, not only spatiotemporal proximity but also correlative relationships of crossmodal inputs can play a key role in the determination of integration and segregation of these inputs (Parise et al., [@B65], [@B64]). These findings indicate that any combination of crossmodal stimuli is possible to be integrated if prior knowledge or experiences established that they are associable (see also van Dam et al., [@B96] for a review). In fact, new associations/relationships could be learned across arbitrary static/constant crossmodal inputs, even by adults (Fujisaki et al., [@B30]; Ernst, [@B19]; Seitz et al., [@B74]). Thus, we could predict that arbitrary crossmodal associations could be established in motion perception as well.

Teramoto et al. ([@B92]) demonstrated that sounds without spatial information become a driver for visual motion perception after associative learning (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In their experiments, two visual flashes were presented as visual apparent motion stimuli in a horizontal direction. The onset of each visual stimulus was accompanied by an auditory stimulus in one of two arbitrary pitches (higher (H) or lower (L)). Before a 3 min exposure to a paired presentation of the visual and auditory stimuli (e.g., leftward motion and H to L pitch change and rightward motion and L to H pitch change), the sounds did not affect the percept of visual apparent motion. In contrast, after the exposure, the sounds induced visual apparent motion in the exposed manner (in this case, the H to L pitch change induced leftward motion perception and vice versa). These association effects did not appear when the inter-stimulus interval of the visual stimuli was too long to be perceived as apparent motion during the exposure. In addition, the association effect was also found for the pairing of auditory pitch changes and directional information in a visual global motion display (Michel and Jacobs, [@B59]; Hidaka et al., [@B39]). Kafaligonul and Oluk ([@B42]) have also reported that the exposure to auditory pitch changes and higher-order visual motion induced the association effect on both lower- and higher-order visual motion perception. In contrast, the exposure to auditory pitch changes and lower-order visual motion induced the association effect only for lower-order visual motion perception. These findings indicate that motion processing plays a key factor in the establishment of crossmodal associations in motion perception.

![**Schematic illustrations of perceptual associative learning between a sound sequence and visual apparent motion**. After a 3 min exposure (adaptation) to a paired presentation of sound with arbitrary pitch changes \[higher (H) to lower (L)\] and visual horizontal apparent motion (leftward motion), the sounds began to induce visual apparent motion in the previously exposed manner, specifically at the exposed visual field.](fnint-09-00062-g0004){#F4}

Kobayashi et al. ([@B48]) presented auditory frequency changes that were physically different but perceptually indiscriminable in their experiments. They demonstrated that the undetectable frequency differences were unconsciously extracted and utilized for establishing associations with visual apparent motion. Furthermore, the effect did not occur when the stimulated eyes differed between the exposure and test sessions. Kobayashi et al. ([@B49]) further reported that the association effects produced sharp selectivity in auditory processing. After exposure to visual apparent motion and a specific frequency change of tones (e.g., 400 and 2100 Hz), the tones that differed from the previously associated frequencies by 0.25 octave (476--2496 or 566--2970 Hz in this case) did not have any effect on visual motion perception in the subsequent test session. Similarly, when the sounds were presented in the right ear of the observers during the exposure, sounds presented in the left ear did not affect visual motion perception. Similar selectivity was reported for the visual domain. The effect of the exposure to auditory pitch changes and the visual moving stimuli (e.g., at 10° to the right side of the visual field) were not observed at the contralateral side of the visual display (left side in this case), or even at the ipsilateral side with small deviations (e.g., 5° to the right side of the visual field; Teramoto et al., [@B92]; Hidaka et al., [@B39]). Similar eye field selectivity was found in the association effects from visual to auditory stimuli (i.e., visual motion information induced changes in the percept of auditory pitches; Teramoto et al., [@B93]). These selective aspects suggest that, under the establishment of associations in crossmodal spatiotemporal processing, some lower level of processing could be involved such as subthreshold processing, monaural/monocular processing, and the processing of frequency band and receptive fields.

These aforementioned perceptual association paradigms in crossmodal motion perception have been utilized for further investigations. The existence of crossmodal correspondences is well-known. For example, higher/lower pitch information could induce upper/lower impressions in space and changes in response (e.g., reaction time; Bernstein and Edelstein, [@B9]; see also Spence, [@B83] for a review). Hidaka et al. ([@B38]) investigated whether this pitch-space correspondence could have a perceptual effect on motion perception. They found that, different from the spatial alternation of sound locations in a vertical direction, the alternation of pitch information (higher and lower) did not induce vertical visual apparent motion perception. In contrast, after the association was established between the alternation of pitch information and visual vertical apparent motion, the pitch changes affected visual motion perception. A notable point is that the association effects appeared to demonstrate pitch-space correspondence rules. The upward and downward directions of visual apparent motion were triggered by lower-to-higher and higher-to-lower pitch changes, respectively, regardless of the manner of the association between the pitch change (lower to higher or higher to lower) and the upward/downward visual motion in the exposure phase. The authors speculated that the associative exposure could activate the existing representations of pitch-space correspondence to induce their crossmodal effects on motion perception. Kuang and Zhang ([@B53]) investigated whether a sensory combination other than audition and vision could produce association effects. They presented changes in smells (banana and fennel) with a visual global motion display. After exposure to these stimuli, the smells affected the perceived direction of the visual global motion display. This result suggests that crossmodal associative learning in spatiotemporal processing is not limited to audio-visual domains, but could generally occur among a variety of sensory pairs.

Recent findings clearly suggest that new perceptual associations could be established between arbitrary inputs through crossmodal spatiotemporal processing. After associations are formed, each sensory input affects the percept of the other one as if "replaying" the associated relationship. The association effects are assumed not to be limited to particular sensory combinations, but have sharp selectivity in each sensory modality. These findings suggest that perceptual associative learning is one of the most plausible underlying mechanisms to establish common perceptual and neural mechanisms in crossmodal spatiotemporal processing.

Functional brain characteristics in crossmodal spatiotemporal processing
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Neural substrates of crossmodal interactions have been investigated using neurophysiological and brain imaging techniques in animals and humans. Researchers have shown that multisensory inputs could activate both subcortical (e.g., superior colliculus, pulvinar nucleus, and putamen) and cortical (e.g., sensory association areas in the temporal, parietal, and frontal) regions, and even brain areas that have been considered as primary sensory areas (e.g., visual and auditory areas; see Calvert, [@B14]; Driver and Noesselt, [@B17]; Murray and Wallace, [@B61] for review).

Some researchers have investigated the neural mechanisms for motion processing in crossmodal interactions by using brain-imaging techniques. Lewis et al. ([@B55]) presented visual and auditory motion stimuli independently and then investigated the overlapped and non-overlapped activation areas for those inputs. These motion stimuli commonly activated the lateral parietal, lateral frontal, anterior midline, and anterior insula areas. In contrast, visual and auditory stimulation independently activated the primary visual and V5/MT areas and the auditory primary areas as well as the surrounding areas including the periarcuate cortex, respectively. Interestingly, the inferior parietal lobule, dorsal occipital cortex, and the cortex overlapping hMT+ were activated by visual motion but suppressed by auditory motion. Auditory motion information strongly activated the superior temporal sulcus. In addition, during a speeded discrimination task for these motion stimuli, the intraparietal sulcus, anterior midline, and anterior insula were activated. Researchers have also reported that visual, auditory, and tactile motion information, which were independently presented, activated identical sensory association areas, such as the intraparietal sulcus, as well as the lateral inferior postcentral cortex and the premotor cortex (Bremmer et al., [@B11]; see also Grefkes and Fink, [@B34]).

Furthermore, Baumann and Greenlee ([@B7]) found that the brain areas related to crossmodal integration (e.g., the superior parietal lobule, the superior temporal gyrus, the intraparietal sulcus, and the supra marginal gyrus) were activated when visual random-dot motion display and auditory motion stimuli were presented in a congruent direction. However, activation in the V5/MT area was not observed. The authors speculated that this might be due to relatively weak visual motion stimulation. In contrast, Alink et al. ([@B4]) reported that the activation in the V5/MT area became higher when the visual and auditory motion signals were presented as coherent rather than as incoherent. Interestingly, auditory motion information alone also activated the V5/MT area (see also Alink et al., [@B3]). Similarly, the areas identified to respond to auditory motion (auditory motion complex: AMC) were also activated by visual motion information. In addition, when visual motion information perceptually captured auditory information (Soto-Faraco et al., [@B79]), activation was enhanced in the V5/MT area, while AMC activation decreased.

Scheef et al. ([@B71]) used a complex situation in which a visual motion signal containing biological meaning (i.e., a human jumping) and sounds consistent with visual motion (implying the jumping) were presented. They reported that activation in the V5/MT area, as well as in the superior temporal sulcus, the intraparietal complex, and the prefrontal regions, was enhanced by the sounds. Studies have also indicated that tactile motion information could activate the V5/MT area, as well as the somatosensory areas, similar to a visual motion signal or an interaction with visual information (Hagen et al., [@B35]; Blake et al., [@B10]; van Kemenade et al., [@B98]).

There have also been several electrophysiological studies regarding crossmodal interactions in motion perception. For instance, Stekelenburg and Vroomen ([@B89]) focused on early event-related mismatch negativity (MMN) components (around 200 ms). They reported that MMN induced by changes in the auditory motion direction diminished when the visual capture effect on auditory motion occurred. Since MMN is assumed to reflect automatic, pre-attentive processes, these findings indicate the involvement of perceptual processes in crossmodal motion perception (see also Beer and Röder, [@B8]; Zvyagintsev et al., [@B108]). Moreover, congruent audio-visual (Gleiss and Kayser, [@B33]) and visuo-tactile (Krebber et al., [@B52]) motion information enhanced alpha-band and gamma-band activities in each primary sensory area. This suggests that both top-down and bottom-up processes underlie the integration of crossmodal motion information. While these studies mainly used motion stimuli in a two-dimensional plane, recent studies also demonstrate the involvement of early sensory areas to process audio-visual crossmodal stimuli simulating motion in depth, especially looming stimuli (Romei et al., [@B68]; Cappe et al., [@B16]; Ogawa and amd Macaluso, [@B63]).

Taken together, crossmodal motion information could activate from higher sensory association areas (e.g., the intraparietal and superior temporal sulcus) to a relatively lower motion processing areas (e.g., V5/MT area) and primary sensory areas related to motion processing. The activation patterns in these areas are also assumed to be variable depending on the congruency of motion signals, the types of stimuli, and the experimental paradigm.

Possible linkages between perceptual and neural aspects
-------------------------------------------------------

Thus far, we overviewed recent literatures regarding perceptual aspects and functional brain characteristics related to crossmodal spatiotemporal processing. Here, we discuss possible linkages between these aspects.

Some psychophysical studies have shown that motion aftereffects have occurred across sensory modalities (Kitagawa and Ichihara, [@B47]; Konkle et al., [@B50]). Specifically, the aftereffect was *negative* (e.g., adaptation to upward motion subsequently induced downward motion perception for static stimuli). Visual *negative* motion aftereffects are assumed to occur due to the inhibition of neurons selective for the adapted motion direction and the activation/enhancement of neurons with selectivity opposite to the adapted direction (Anstis et al., [@B6]). In this case, we could assume that motion directional neurons in V5/MT and the sensory association areas (e.g., the superior temporal sulcus; Bruce et al., [@B13]) mediated the interplay of motion processing across sensory modalities, as shown in the brain imaging studies (Lewis et al., [@B55]; Bremmer et al., [@B11]; Grefkes and Fink, [@B34]; Baumann and Greenlee, [@B7]; Alink et al., [@B4]; Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Schematic illustrations of neural bases of crossmodal motion perception**. Interactions of motion information across sensory modalities could occur in V5/MT and association areas and induce negative aftereffects. In contrast, it could be assumed that some lower levels of brain representation and processing areas, including the subcortical, primary sensory, and V5/MT areas, play key roles for the establishment of new neural representations regarding the associations of motion information and arbitrary information without motion signals with positive aftereffects. See main text for details.](fnint-09-00062-g0005){#F5}

On the other hand, studies on crossmodal perceptual associative learning have consistently demonstrated *positive* aftereffects (Michel and Jacobs, [@B59]; Teramoto et al., [@B92]; Hidaka et al., [@B39]; Kuang and Zhang, [@B53]; Kafaligonul and Oluk, [@B42]). In these studies, visual motion stimuli were presented with sounds or smells not containing any motion stimuli. In a crossmodal *negative* motion aftereffect, motion information is clearly presented in multiple modalities so that existing neural representations responsible for motion processing are considered to be involved. In contrast, during crossmodal perceptual associative learning, we could assume that new neural representations are established between motion information and arbitrary information without a motion signal (c.f. Haijiang et al., [@B36]). After the association is formed, the arbitrary information simply works as a predictive cue for motion perception to the paired stimuli to induce a *positive* aftereffect. In line with this idea, Schlack and Albright ([@B72]) reported that, after associations were established between the orientation information of static visual arrows and motion directions, neurons in the MT area of rhesus monkeys became selective for the orientation information of the static arrows. Moreover, the behavioral results showed that audiovisual perceptual association effects in motion perception have visual field selectivity ranging within 5° at 5--10° of eccentricity (Teramoto et al., [@B92]; Hidaka et al., [@B39]). This spatial selectivity aspect almost matches the V5/MT neurons receptive field\'s size (e.g., Felleman and Kaas, [@B23]). We could assume that the area involved in motion processing (V5/MT area) would be the potential brain region where new neural representations for crossmodal motion processing are formed in crossmodal *positive* motion aftereffects.

As discussed above, functional brain research regarding crossmodal spatiotemporal processing focused on cortical activities with higher sensory association areas to motion processing areas. However, in spatial or temporal processing, multisensory inputs were reported to activate both subcortical and lower cortical regions. Additionally, audiovisual perceptual association effects in motion perception demonstrated sharp selectivity in both visual (eye selectivity; Kobayashi et al., [@B48]) and auditory (ear and frequency selectivity; Kobayashi et al., [@B49]) domains. These would indicate that lower cortical regions such as primary sensory areas and/or subcortical regions could play key roles for crossmodal motion processing.

Consistent with the suggestions from many crossmodal studies, lower and higher brain regions and bottom-up and top-down processing would be mutually and closely involved in crossmodal interactions in spatiotemporal processing.

Concluding remarks {#s5}
==================

In this review, we encapsulated the recent evidence regarding crossmodal interactions in spatiotemporal processing (i.e., motion perception). The traditional view in crossmodal studies has regarded the dominant effects of vision over the other sensory modalities (i.e., visual capture) in spatiotemporal processing. Sensory information, other than from vision (e.g., sound), had been assumed to have only modulatory effects on crossmodal motion perception. However, recent findings clearly demonstrate that sound and motor action could have a driving effect on visual motion perception, specifically when the visibility of the visual stimuli was degraded. Studies regarding perceptual associative learning have further reported that an association could be established between sounds without spatial information and visual motion information by a 3 min exposure. Then, the sounds acquired a driving effect on visual motion perception. Other sensory information (smell) was also reported to have similar driving effects on visual motion perception. Crossmodal interactions studies at neural levels demonstrate that activation in lower and higher cortical brain regions, including the area related to visual motion processing, is commonly modulated by crossmodal motion information.

These findings clearly suggest that multimodal information could mutually interact in spatiotemporal processing and that common perceptual and neural underlying mechanisms for crossmodal spatiotemporal processing would exist. Importantly, it has been also demonstrated that crossmodal interactions in motion perception flexibly and adequately occur, based on the reliability and saliency of information in spatiotemporal domain. The brain activation patterns related to crossmodal motion perception are also considered to be variable depending on the congruency of motion signals. These characteristics would be concordant with recent Bayesian models/frameworks in crossmodal integrations assuming that prior knowledge/experience whether crossmodal inputs should be integrated or segregated play key roles (Shams and Beierholm, [@B76]; van Dam et al., [@B96]). The perceptual associative learning effects also indicate that arbitrary, unrelated crossmodal spatiotemporal information could interact if prior knowledge/experiences of integration are formed between them. These indicate that perceptual associative learning is one of the most plausible underlying mechanisms to establish common perceptual and neural representations of crossmodal spatiotemporal processing in the brain.

Several research questions remain to be addressed in future studies. For example, studies regarding crossmodal spatiotemporal processing have mainly investigated the interactions between vision and other sensory modalities. Visual information has been considered the most influential input regarding motion perception. Therefore, past findings are assumed to inevitably include the products of visual processing and related neural activities (e.g., the involvement of the V5/MT area). Of course, our perceptual systems can also receive motion information from the auditory and tactile sensory modalities that affected visual motion perception. Some studies have reported that auditory or tactile motion can be perceived against bilateral lesions of the lateral occipital cortex, including V5/MT and/or the posterior parietal cortex, while this induced visual motion blindness (Zihl et al., [@B106], [@B107]; Rizzo et al., [@B67]). Moreover, spatiotemporal information not only exists in the external world. Internal spatiotemporal information, namely vestibular sensation such as head movement or self-motion, are also present and they interact and coordinate with other sensory ones (see Angelaki and Cullen, [@B5] for a review). Thus, the generalization and validity of the existing evidence regarding crossmodal spatiotemporal processing should be confirmed by focusing on crossmodal interactions excluding vision.

Detailed investigation regarding the process of establishing neural substrates through perceptual associative learning is also necessary. For example, when and where do new neural substrates appear in the brain during perceptual associative learning? Which brain areas begin to activate and how does the amount of neural activity change over time? Does the perceptual aftereffect shift from positive to negative along with the development of forming neural representations? Answers to these questions could contribute to an understanding of the manner in which the brain acquires perceptual and neural bases for crossmodal interactions in spatiotemporal processing.

We should also focus on the possible effects that occur from spatiotemporal processes to spatial and temporal processes, while previous studies have mainly investigated the opposite. For example, in the visual domain, motion information changes the percept of surrounding space (Whitney and Cavanagh, [@B102]). In crossmodal studies, vestibular motion information, such as head movement (Leung et al., [@B54]) and forward self-motion (Teramoto et al., [@B95]), could distort the percept of auditory space. Further investigation of this aspect could contribute to e comprehensive understanding of the influence of crossmodal interactions in spatiotemporal, spatial, and temporal processing.
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